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Abstract: Strength and electrical pathways develop in
snow as bonds grow among grains. Strong ice-to-ice
bonds form in wet snow at low liquid contents but not
in highly saturated wet snow. In freely draining wet
snow, grain clusters form, and these require a certain
configuration among the three phases of water. This
depends somewhat on the number of grains in the
cluster, but always leads to bonding. In dry snow,
bonds form more slowly, but considerable strength
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can develop as long as rounded grains develop. The
rate of bond growth is probably controlled by the
temperature gradient, because both grains and bonds
are observed to grow very slowly in dry snow in the
absence of a temperature gradient. The basic shape
of the bonds is dictated by the geometrical require-
ments of grain-boundary grooves and is not a simple
concave neck. In dry snow, this shape, and possibly
the processes, have been misunderstood.
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INTRODUCTION

Snow on the ground consists of three basic
components: air, ice grains, and liquid water when
the snow is wet. Ice bonds form between the grains
in most, but not all, types of snow. Much atten-
tion has been paid to the size, shape, and growth
of the grains, but the bonds are of equal impor-
tance to the grains themselves, and relatively little
attention has been paid to them. This probably
occurs for two reasons. First, the bonds are smaller,
partly hidden by the grains, and much harder to
see with a hand lens. Second, the physics of their
growth is not well understood, partly because
their basic geometry is usually misunderstood. In
fact, the literature describes sintering in snow as
if the snow were a noncrystalline material with
no imposed temperature gradient. The widely
used approach to sintering in dry snow could be
applied to glass beads held in an adiabatic cell,
but not to ice grains in a seasonal snow cover.

When snow pits are dug to look for weak
layers in the snow profile, the grains are gener-
ally examined rather than the bonds. For ex-
ample, depth hoar is known to be weak due to
poor bonding, so the existence of these highly
faceted crystals is taken as evidence for the pres-
ence of a weak layer. In the International Classifi-
cation System for Seasonal Snow on the Ground
(Colbeck et al. 1990), there are photographs of the
grains, but information about the bonds is only
inferred. The size and shape of the grains are
recorded in snow-pit logs, even when it is only
the bonding that is of concern. Instead of direct
examinations of the bonds, stereological methods
have sometimes been used to infer information
about the bonds, including their size and an as-
sumed shape (e.g., Keeler 1969, Alley et al. 1982).
Direct information about the degree of bonding
comes from strength tests (e.g., Keeler 1969, Gow
1975), but these tests do not provide information

about the geometry of the bonds nor about the
processes that form them. Models describing the
behavior of snow are often based on an assumed
geometry or observations of the bonds from sur-
face sections (e.g., Brown and Edens 1991.)

The strength of snow is not the only property
that is controlled by the size of the bonds. Some
properties depend primarily on the grains, such
as the optical properties, where scattering and
absorption can depend on grain size and shape.
However, some properties are most sensitive to
the narrow constrictions between grains where
stresses are larger but heat and electrical flow
paths are reduced. Thus the size, shape, and fre-
quency of grain bonds greatly affects many of the
most important properties of snow. Sintering is
the process by which these bonds form and the
study of their size, shape, and number density.

To study the bonds in snow, it must be recog-
nized immediately that wet snow and dry snow
are basically two different materials. While
changes do occur more rapidly in wet snow be-
cause of the higher temperature, the fundamental
difference is that the introduction of a third phase,
liquid water, causes major reconfigurations of both
grains and bonds. The geometries of wet and dry
snow are markedly different, and their properties
differ for several important reasons. Wet snow is
active thermodynamically because of the high
temperature and presence of the liquid phase, but
vapor flow due to a macroscopic temperature gra-
dient can only occur in dry snow.

Within each of these categories there are also
two important divisions: wet snow at low and
high liquid contents and dry snow at low and
high growth rates. Wet snow is cohesionless and
slushy at high liquid contents, but well-bonded at
low liquid contents. Rapidly growing grains in
dry snow lack bonding, whereas strong bonds
form when the grains grow slowly. To under-
stand the formation of bonds in snow, it is first
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necessary to understand the growth of the grains
between which the bonds develop. Thus, for each
category of snow, the growth of the grains is re-
viewed first to put the growth of the bonds in
context. More details of the growth of grains in
snow are given in an earlier review of the physics
of snow metamorphism (Colbeck 1987a) and a
more recent review from a more practical point of
view (Colbeck, in press).

WET SNOW

Wet snow contains an observable quantity of
liquid water in one of two basic modes of satura-
tion. First, at low liquid contents where air is
continuous throughout the pore space, the liquid
is held by “grain clusters” in a mode of liquid
saturation known as the “pendular regime.” Sec-
ond, at high liquid contents where the liquid is
continuous throughout the pore space, the air
occurs only in isolated bubbles trapped in the
pores. This is “slush,” where the liquid is in the
“funicular regime” of saturation. The sintering of
these two modes is markedly different because
grain clusters develop strength quickly whereas
slush is cohesionless. The first mode occurs when
the snow is free to drain, while the second mode
occurs in snow overlying a surface that impedes
water flow.

Grain clusters
At low liquid contents, all of the liquid is held

by capillarity in the crevices, veins, and junctions

of the clusters (see Fig. 1), and the remaining pore
space is filled with air. The basic unit of a cluster
is the well-rounded single crystal of ice: the grain,
or the minimum observable unit. These single
crystals join in groups of two or more and are
tightly bonded by ice-to-ice contacts, not by capil-
larity as is often supposed; the ice-to-ice grain
boundaries are depicted in Figure 2 for a three-
grain cluster. Their large size gives the snow con-
siderable strength. The liquid-filled veins form at
the junctions of three crystals, and more water is
held at the junctions of four veins. The geometry
of these veins and junctions can be most easily
visualized by examining the lines joining soap
bubbles that have had time to grow to a size of
about 10 mm.

While the growth of individual grains at low
liquid contents is not as rapid as grain growth in
slush, the clusters do form rapidly by the collect-
ing together of existing grains into clusters. Fully
developed clusters arise from drained slush in
about 24 hours, which is remarkably fast com-
pared with the growth of particles by any other
process in snow. This happens in part because the
clusters are at the melting temperature and thus
transport through the liquid phase is possible. As
a result, vapor diffusion is probably not the rate-
limiting process that it is in grain growth in dry
snow. Of course, these clusters are multicrystal-
line collections, so their growth processes are
different from the processes that lead to the growth
of grains of single crystals.

Clusters form in this manner because this con-
figuration of the vapor/ice, vapor/water, and ice/

water interfaces minimizes the to-
tal surface free energy (Colbeck
1979a). Neighboring clusters are
well bonded to each other, with
ice-to-ice bonds forming between
two grains, one ice grain from each
cluster. These ice-to-ice bonds are
strong enough to give this form of
snow some considerable strength,
both within the clusters and within
the snow cover as a whole. In fact
the strength is well-known to vary
significantly with the liquid-
water content of snow (Kinosita
1963, Colbeck 1979b).

Another form of well-bonded
snow is also common, one that
forms a transition between the cat-
egories of wet and dry snow.
Amorphous, multicrystalline par-
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Figure 1. Cluster of ice grains in wet snow at a low liquid content. The
individual ice grains are single crystals, usually 0.5 to 1.0 mm in size.



ticles arise from melt–freeze cycles, simply by the
freezing together of individual grains. When this
happens, it destroys the granular geometry of the
grain cluster but probably increases the strength
of the snow cover. These particles are also ice-
bonded to their neighbors.

Slush
At higher liquid contents, the air is no longer

continuous throughout the pore space, but is lim-
ited to isolated air bubbles trapped by constric-
tions in the pores. Since these bubbles occupy the
largest part of the pore space, the volumetric air
content can still be higher than the volumetric
liquid content, but only the liquid phase is mo-
bile. In fact, the permeability to the liquid in-
creases with liquid content, and slush is highly
capable of conducting liquid water. In addition,

since the ice grains are surrounded by water (see
Fig. 3), grain growth in slush is very rapid as first
measured by Wakahama (1968) and later ex-
plained by Colbeck (1987b). Slush lacks inter-
granular bonding as do rapidly growing grains
in dry snow, but for very different reasons. In
slush, the bonds are unstable because, when
stressed, they melt away by pressure melting,
whereas with clusters, the ice-to-ice bonds are
stable against pressure melting even though the
snow contains liquid water (Colbeck 1979a). This
is a very fundamental difference between the
pendular and funicular regimes of water con-
tents since it leads directly to high strength at
low liquid contents and low strength at high
liquid contents. This fundamental difference in
the thermodynamics is due to the basic differ-
ences in the geometry.

Ice
Grain

Ice
Grain

Ice
Grain

Grain
Boundary

Water

Figure 2. Cross section of a three-grain clus-
ter in wet snow. Liquid is held in the crevices
between two grains, the veins among three
grains, and the junctions that join four veins.
Air fills the remaining pore space.

Figure 3. Slush, which consists of well-rounded
grains 0.5 to 1 mm in size immersed in water.
These do not bond, and therefore slush lacks
cohesion.

Figure 4. Geometry long assumed to de-
scribe rounded grains with necks in dry snow.

Actually, these grains are glass beads: ice grains
form a neck with a grain-boundary groove and, given

enough time, an equilibrium grain-boundary groove
angle of about 145°.
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growth of snow grains, although Sturm (1991)
has observed the various stages of the growth of
depth hoar.

Rounded grains
Rounded grains grow in dry snow at high den-

sities and/or low temperature gradients in the
snow cover. Figure 6 shows a bond between two
rounded grains that are the “equilibrium form” of
the ice crystal (Colbeck 1983a). This photograph
was taken to show the grains, not the bond, and
thus the bond is not fully visible in the photo-
graph. However, the grain-boundary groove is
visible along with a feature that I have observed
in all of my laboratory observations of the growth
of bonds between grains: one of the ice grains
reshapes itself to form an elongated neck at the
contact but the other grain retains a much more
sphere-like shape adjacent to the contact. Thus, a
distinct dissymmetry tends to develop at the
contact, probably due to the different crystallo-
graphic orientations of the two crystals.

The growth process for all types of snow grains
in dry snow was described by Yosida et al. (1955)
as “the hand-to-hand delivery of water vapor”
because water vapor migrates through the snow
cover from the warmer part to the colder part,
which is usually from the lower layers to the
upper. It does so by the step-by-step conveyance
of water from each ice grain to its coldest neigh-
bor. This process enhances the rate of vapor diffu-
sion for two reasons. First, the vapor diffuses
across the pores only, so the flow path is short-

DRY SNOW

The most studied case of sintering in snow is
that of well-rounded grains in dry snow where
the grains grow slowly while they build inter-
granular bonds (e.g., Kingery 1960, Kuroiwa 1962,
Hobbs and Mason 1964). The bonds have long
been described as necks with a concave geometry
(see Fig. 4) where the growth of the bonds is
driven by vapor pressure differences over the con-
vex (grain) and concave (bond) surfaces. Although
this assumption about the geometry is supported
by few observations, it is common to assume this
geometry in the sintering of many materials (e.g.,
Swinkels and Ashby 1981, Moya et al. 1987, Lenel
1992). Figure 4 shows that it is the appropriate
geometry for a noncrystalline material, but this
geometry would not seem possible for a crystal-
line material because, at least at slow rates of
growth, the equilibrium form of the crystal must
evolve, and that requires the presence of a grain-
boundary groove at the crystalline boundary.

The rapid growth of faceted grains, depth hoar
being the extreme form (see Fig. 5), is of equal
interest to the case of the slower-growing rounded
grains. When rapid growth occurs, the rounded
grains are consumed, leaving poorly bonded, fac-
eted grains that do not sinter rapidly because of
their large size and because their rapid growth
leaves little time for sintering. They do sinter once
the rapid growth slows, but they sinter slowly
because of their large size. I know of no direct
observations of the bonds formed during rapid

Figure 6. Rounded grains, which grow at low
growth rates in snow. They sinter, giving the
snow a slab strength. This shows a newly formed
bond with a sharp grain boundary groove angle.
The neck on one grain only is not uncommon.

Figure 5. Depth hoar, the extreme case
of faceted crystals growing in dry snow
at high growth rates due to large tem-
perature gradients. These are poorly
sintered because their formation con-
sumes the well-sintered, rounded
grains, and large grains sinter slowly.
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ened. Second, the temperature difference across
the pores is increased, since the thermal conduc-
tivity is much higher for ice than for air. For these
reasons the coefficient of diffusion of water vapor
in snow is much higher than it is in air. This grain-
to-grain movement of water vapor was described
by Colbeck (1983b) using temperature differences
among the grains, and this theory was further
developed by Gubler (1985) to include the dy-
namics of a population of grains.

A “slab” strength develops simultaneously with
the growth of rounded grains, especially when
deposition of the snow layer is accompanied by
high winds. Ideas from other materials have been
applied to describe the formation of the bonds
that provide that strength. It has long been as-
sumed that the bonds, or necks, have a reverse or
concave geometry that causes the migration of
water molecules to the neck by sublimation, sur-
face diffusion, surface flow, volume diffusion,
plastic flow, and/or grain boundary diffusion.
Kuczynski (1949) pioneered the classical approach
to the physics of sintering. His basic idea was that
different mechanisms occurred at different charac-
teristic rates and that the dominant mechanism
could be determined from the rate. This result is
often summarized by the equation

    

x
R

f T
R

n

m




 =  

( )
(1)

where x is the radius of the neck, R is the radius of
the grain, f(T) is a function of temperature (T),
and t is time. The constants, m and n, assume
different values for different processes and are
determined from the appropriate experimental
observations of sintering.

This approach was promoted and extended by
Kingery (1960), who first applied it to ice. Kingery
concluded that the welding together of pieces of
ice at subfreezing temperatures was due to sur-
face diffusion, an idea that has not received wide
support. By direct observation, he found that the
rate of neck growth, when normalized to grain
size, was proportional to t1/6.9. The rate of sinter-
ing was much more rapid for smaller grains, in
accordance with eq 1. Unfortunately, his obser-
vations do not allow a close examination of the
geometry of the neck, which could provide some
insight into the processes. Thus, his conclusion
about the role of surface diffusion was based on
the time-dependence of the experimental results
and the fact that theory shows that sublimation
could not happen fast enough to account for the

observed rate. However, the coefficient of surface
diffusion required was very high and the tem-
perature dependence was large, but this might be
due to changing surface structure as the melting
temperature is approached.

It is tempting to account for rapid surface dif-
fusion by assuming a liquid-like or a liquid layer
on the surface of ice, at least at higher tempera-
tures (Dash et al. 1995, Petrenko 1994), but this
idea must still be put in a convincing, quantita-
tive form. Gubler (1982) has laid out this problem
but left the following concerns: First, he assumed
the usual reverse curvature for the geometry of
the bond, but there is very little evidence that this
is the correct geometry. Second, the viscosity and
thickness of the surface layer are critical, but con-
troversial. Much remains to be learned about the
surface of ice before this can be resolved. For
example, the rate is very sensitive to the humidity
(Hosler et al. 1957), which is not surprising since
the structure of an ice surface can change visibly
with changes in humidity.

Kuroiwa (1962) examined the grain bonds us-
ing Kuczynski’s (1949) basic ideas about the pro-
cesses. He concluded that volume diffusion was
the dominant process when air filled the pore
space and found that the rate of sintering was
much lower when the air was displaced by kero-
sene. It is disappointing that Kuroiwa missed an
apparent conclusion from his own figures, even if
they were made from thin sections: they show
grain-boundary grooves, not the concave geom-
etry normally assumed (Fig. 4). Even most of the
more recent thinking about sintering still as-
sumes this concave geometry (Swinkels and
Ashby 1981), but sintering with grain-boundary
grooves has been at least partly described (Zhang
and Schneibel 1995). It is important to realize that,
since a grain-boundary groove is present, replac-
ing air with another fluid will change the dihe-
dral angle at the groove. It could also change the
surface structure of ice and its surface energy.
Thus, we should expect the rate of sintering to
change, even if the dominant process stays the
same.

Hobbs and Mason (1964) rejected the approach
of the metallurgists and ceramists, stating that it
could not be applied to ice. Instead, they believed
that sublimation, transfer through the vapor phase,
had to be the dominant mechanism, and Ramseier
and Keeler (1967) supported this conclusion with
strength tests of snow with either air or oil in the
pore space. Hobbs and Mason did leave open the
question of the mechanism(s) during the initial
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period of the formation of a bond when surface
diffusion, or even pressure melting–regelation,
could occur. In fact, it makes a lot of sense to think
about different mechanisms dominating during
different phases of bond growth, just as Alley et
al. (1982) and Wilkinson (1988) did for densifica-
tion. Ideas based on a concave curvature (Fig. 4)
could dominate during the early phases when
sintering is most rapid, and microphotographs
are not yet available to disprove the notion of a
simple concave bond. Figure 6 shows that one
grain can be purely convex while the other has
mixed curvature, and thus different processes may
operate on adjacent grains, or even on different
parts of one grain. Figure 7 shows the nature of
grain bonds in snow stored at a low temperature
for several years: these bonds are crystal bound-
aries with grain-boundary grooves and the ap-
propriate grain-boundary groove angle for ice and
water vapor, about 145° ±2° (Ketcham and Hobbs
1969). Because the grains are not packed in a regu-
lar manner, part of the grain surface can be still be
concave, even at this late stage of sintering.

The formation of grain-boundary grooves is
not limited to old snow that has had a long time to
reach its equilibrium form. A fresh snow bond of
a similar nature is shown in Figure 8. In fresh
snow, the grain-boundary groove angle appears
to be much less than the equilibrium value of 145°
because the bonds have just formed. The bond
grows rapidly at first as the stress imbalance at
the junction is reduced, probably with an expo-
nential decay. Kuroiwa’s (1962) photographs and
my own microscopic observations suggest to me
that the dihedral angle increases with time of
sintering. However, his photographs can be mis-

leading in this regard since they where made from
sections and not from the whole grains. As dis-
cussed later, it is important to know if the dihe-
dral angle of about 145° is always maintained
throughout sintering, or if the angle is small ini-
tially and then increases as sintering proceeds.
This question should be answered with more mi-
croscopic observations, since its answer will de-
termine how we think about the processes and
how they are modeled. For example, if an angle of
about 145° is always maintained, there will neces-
sarily be concave curvature adjacent to the grain-
boundary groove, at least during the initial stage
of sintering. This will affect all of the processes,
regardless of what they are.

Figure 7. Snow grains stored at –24°F for several years showing distinct grain-boundary grooves at the
bonds.

Figure 8. Fresh, dry snow with newly formed bonds
showing a grain boundary with a grain-boundary
groove instead of reverse curvature.
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Keeler (1969) found that the rate of bond growth
was much greater in natural snow than predicted
by sintering theory. Although he attributed this
to stresses in the snow, the effect of stress on the
thermodynamics is very small and thus it seems
likely to me that this is due to the presence of a
macroscopic temperature gradient. These are al-
ways imposed on the snow cover by environmen-
tal factors, and thus water vapor is driven through
the snow. This enhanced vapor movement should
be much greater than vapor movement due to
differences in curvature or stress. A much greater
rate of vapor flow should cause faster bond
growth, just as it causes faster grain growth
(Colbeck 1983b). While the bonds must move to-
ward their equilibrium shape, the rate at which
the bonds grow is probably controlled by vapor-
density gradients caused by macroscopic tempera-
ture gradients, not by microscopic curvature or
stress differences. Without an imposed tempera-
ture gradient, depth hoar could not grow at all in
snow, and rounded crystals would grow much
more slowly than observed (de Quervain 1958).
Given that the rate-limiting factor in mass flow in
snow is the vapor density gradient, which is con-
trolled by the temperature profile, the classical
theory of sintering may have little to do with the
rate of formation of bonds in dry snow. This prob-
ably explains why the rate of sintering has often
been found to occur faster than is described by
models or laboratory experiments.

The basic geometries of rounded grains and
their bonds are controlled by phase equilibrium.
Thus, the shape of the bond, but not its rate of
growth, can only be understood by examination
of the equilibrium condition at the bond. Ice grains
in dry snow generally consist of single crystals, so

the bonds must be simple grain boundaries with
grain-boundary grooves. Kuroiwa’s (1962) Figure
9 shows bonding between polycrystalline grains,
but the actual bond appears to connect only two
of the crystals, one within each grain.

When two ice grains consisting of a single crys-
tal each are joined by a bond, the equilibrium
form of the arrangement should be as shown in
Figure 9. For the old grains shown in Figure 7b,
the grain-boundary groove angles are about 138°
and 148°, close to the equilibrium value observed
by Ketcham and Hobbs (1969). For the fresh snow
shown in Figure 8, the grain-boundary groove
angle appears to be much smaller because the
bond has not yet had sufficient time to approach
the equilibrium condition. However, a closer ex-
amination of this bond could prove that the actual
angle is closer to the equilibrium value.

Zhang and Schneibel (1995) described the sin-
tering of grains joined by grain-boundary grooves.
They explained the imbalance of forces that oc-
curs in the grain-boundary groove before the equi-
librium condition has been established; they
assumed that the dihedral angle was fixed
throughout the process. Sintering in their model
was limited to grain boundary and surface diffu-
sion and expressing their results in terms of the
diffusivity ratio of these two processes. Unfortu-
nately, the values for the diffusivities are still
uncertain for ice, so it is not possible to calculate
meaningful rates of bond growth based on these
processes. Furthermore, in seasonal snow covers
it seems likely that the shape is determined by the
requirement for equilibrium, but the rate is deter-
mined by vapor flux due to the macroscopic tem-
perature gradient. In spite of these limitations,
the ideas expressed by Zhang and Schneibel (1995)
are clearly applicable to sintering in snow and, if
fact, are vital to understanding what is actually
observed in snow. For this reason their work on
surface and grain-boundary diffusion is summa-
rized here.

Surface diffusion is proportional to the gradi-
ent of the chemical potential, or the gradient of
curvature along the surface. As the resulting flux
reconfigures the surface, the growth or decay of
the surface is given by the gradient of the flux, so

    

∂
∂

∂
∂

r
t

B
K

s
a =

2

2 (2)

where ra is the normal vector to the surface, K is
the surface curvature, which is positive for con-
vex surfaces, s is length along the surface, and

Figure 9. Equilibrium
form of two grains
of ice consisting
of single crystals
where the grain-
boundary groove
angle is 145°. Ac-
tual bonds may
not have had time
to achieve this
configuration.
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(3)

where δ s = the surface diffusive width,
Ds = the coefficient of surface diffusion

γ = the surface free energy for the solid–
vapor surface

Ω = the atomic volume
k = Boltzmann’s constant.

The surface flux is then taken as

    
J

D
T

K
ss

s s
k

= δ γ ∂
∂

. (4)

Zhang and Schneibel (1995) assumed a straight
grain boundary from which parallel layers of mat-
ter are removed during sintering. These molecules
diffuse away by flux along the grain boundary, a
flux that arises from the stress gradient along the
boundary. The flux is given by

J
D

T

d

dyb
b b
k

= δ γ σ
(5)

where the subscript b refers to the grain bound-
ary, σ is the normal stress acting across the grain
boundary, and y is the radial distance across the
boundary. The normal stress at the base of the
grain-boundary groove due to the pull of the
vapor–ice surfaces is –γ K0, where K0 is the curva-

ture at the base of the grain-boundary groove.
The stress along the grain boundary is easily de-
rived with that end condition and requires that
KY equal sin(A/2) at the base of the groove when
equilibrium is established and the flux disappears.
Thus, the theory requires that equilibrium can
only be achieved when the curvature is the same
everywhere. This does ignore crystallographic dif-
ferences between the two grains, differences that
clearly arise when two ice grains are observed to
sinter, but for now we will have to accept this
limitation.

When material is removed from the grain
boundary by grain-boundary diffusion and moves
onto the free surfaces of the two grains by surface
diffusion, the fluxes are in balance when, at the
base of the groove,

    J Jb s= 2  . (6)

Zhang and Schneibel (1995) used this and two
other conditions to describe the changing geom-
etry as two particles grow in size and move closer.
They do so until the two grains achieve the final
condition, capped spheres, as shown in Figure 10.
The two other conditions are that the dihedral
angle remain constant and that the base of the
groove move outward, as shown in Figure 10.

In their numerical calculations they used the
ratio of the grain boundary and surface diffusiv-
ities, Γ, where

Figure 10. Two idealized particles
shown at an early and the final
stages of sintering. The dihedral
angle is maintained at a constant
value throughout sintering in this
example. However, it appears that
the dihedral angle changes during
sintering of ice grains. (After Zhang
and Schneibel 1995.)

Early
Shage

Final
Shape

Dihedral Angle

Early
Shape
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Γ =

D
D

b b

s s

δ
δ  . (7)

They found, for example, for a dihedral angle of
150°, that the time to reach 50% of the final neck
shape decreased as log (Γ) increased. Thus, for each
order-of-magnitude increase in grain-boundary
diffusivity, there is an increase of a factor of two
to five in the rate of sintering due to the removal
of material from the grain boundary and deposi-
tion of that material on the free surfaces.

While this theory ignores sublimation, crystal-
lographic differences, and the role of the macro-
scopic temperature gradient in determining the
rate of sintering, at least it includes the role of the
dihedral angle and grain-boundary diffusion. Per-
haps its greatest limitations are the assumptions
of a constant dihedral angle and an adiabatic en-
vironment.

Faceted grains
Faceted grains grow rapidly due to high tem-

perature gradients and low densities. They have
long been of interest because they are associated
with low strength and avalanche release. In 1973,
de Quervain proposed that grains situated at spe-
cific sites would preferentially grow more rap-
idly. This includes “end grains” that are not
connected at their lower end and thus point down-
ward into the upward-moving stream of vapor
being driven by the temperature gradient (Fig.
11). Without being connected at their lower ends,
they grow rapidly, especially if there is a large
distance between the end grain and the grain be-
low it. Furthermore, because they are not con-
nected at the bottom, they fail to form a bond
there. This is one reason why, during a major
recrystallization, where the rounded grains are
replaced by faceted grains, the bond density of
the new grains is low compared with that of the

Cold

Warm

Figure 11. End grain
pointing downwards
into the upward-moving
stream of vapor as sug-
gested by de Quervain
(1973).

old grains. Direct observations of bond growth
rate and geometry are needed during their growth.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

There is a fundamental difference between wet
and dry snow since liquid water causes major
reconfigurations of both grains and bonds. Within
the wet and dry snow categories there are also
two important divisions: wet snow at low and
high liquid contents and dry snow at low and
high growth rates. Wet snow is cohesionless and
slushy at high liquid contents because the grain
boundaries are unstable against pressure melt-
ing. However, wet snow is well-bonded at low
liquid contents where ice-bonded clusters form.
A transitional form of snow, melt–freeze grains,
can be either wet or dry. These amorphous,
multicrystalline particles arise from melt–freeze
cycles. They are solid within and well-bonded to
their neighbors.

Rapidly growing grains in dry snow lack bond-
ing because they consume the existing grains, they
are large, and they grow rapidly. However, strong
bonds form among rounded grains, and they grow
slowly. Their growth processes and geometry have
probably been misunderstood, even though this
is the most studied case of sintering in snow. The
bonds are usually described as necks with a con-
cave geometry as in most studies of sintering of
other materials. However, this geometry would
not seem possible for a crystalline material be-
cause the equilibrium form of the crystal requires
the presence of a grain-boundary groove at the
crystalline boundary.

In the past it has been assumed that the reverse
geometry causes the migration of water molecules
to the neck by one of many possible processes; the
dominant mechanisms were identified by the ob-
served dependence on time. Kingery (1960) first
applied this approach to ice; he concluded that
the bonding was due to surface diffusion. How-
ever, the coefficient of surface diffusion required
was very high, and although this might be ex-
plained by a highly mobile surface layer, this idea
remains to be convincingly demonstrated.

Kuroiwa (1962) concluded that volume diffu-
sion was the dominant process, but Hobbs and
Mason (1964) believed that sublimation, transfer
through the vapor phase, had to be the dominant
mechanism. The vapor transfer mechanism has
since received wide support and was supported
by the strength tests of Ramseier and Keeler (1967).
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In fact, various mechanisms may dominate under
different conditions or even during different stages
of sintering under given conditions. Mechanisms
based on the concave curvature could dominate
during the early phases when sintering is most
rapid, because microphotographs are not yet
available to disprove the notion of a concave
bond for all stages of sintering. However, the
classical concepts based on concave curvature can-
not dominate after the grain-boundary groove is
established, which could be at the instant that
contact is made. The grain-boundary groove angle
in the bond at equilibrium is about 145° but, in
fresh snow the angle appears to be much smaller
because the bonds have just formed. The bond
grows rapidly at first due to the stress imbalance
at the junction, but the growth rate decreases
rapidly with time.

Keeler (1969) found a higher rate of bond
growth in natural snow than expected from labo-
ratory experiments. This is almost certainly due
to the temperature gradients that occur in nature
but were absent in the laboratory experiments.
These gradients cause vapor movement at a
much greater rate than could occur just due to
differences in curvature or stress. Since the rate-
limiting factor in mass flow in snow is probably
the vapor density gradient, which is controlled by
the temperature profile, the classical theory of
sintering may have little to do with the rate of
formation of bonds in dry snow.

Zhang and Schneibel (1995) described the sin-
tering of grains joined by grain-boundary grooves
based on the imbalance of forces that occurs in
the grain-boundary groove before the equilib-
rium condition has been established. If new bonds
assume a very small angle between the ice grains,
this would cause a large grain-boundary drag,
which would lead to continuous reconfiguration
until the equilibrium condition is established.
Zhang and Schneibel (1995) modeled grain-bound-
ary growth due to grain boundary and surface
diffusion, expressing their results in terms of the
diffusivity ratio of these two processes. Unfortu-
nately, the values for the diffusivities are still un-
certain for ice, so it is not possible to calculate
meaningful rates of bond growth based on these
processes. Furthermore, in seasonal snow covers
it seems likely that the shape is determined by the
requirement for equilibrium, but the rate is deter-
mined by vapor flux due to the macroscopic tem-
perature gradient.
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18
Dry snow Snow

UNCLASSIFIED UNCLASSIFIED UNCLASSIFIED UL

Strength and electrical pathways develop in snow as bonds grow among grains. Strong ice-to-ice bonds form in
wet snow at low liquid contents but not in highly saturated wet snow. In freely draining wet snow, grain
clusters form, and these require a certain configuration among the three phases of water. This depends
somewhat on the number of grains in the cluster, but always leads to bonding. In dry snow, bonds form more
slowly, but considerable strength can develop as long as rounded grains develop. The rate of bond growth is
probably controlled by the temperature gradient, because both grains and bonds are observed to grow very
slowly in dry snow in the absence of a temperature gradient. The basic shape of the bonds is dictated by the
geometrical requirements of grain-boundary grooves and is not a simple concave neck. In dry snow, this shape,
and possibly the processes, have been misunderstood.


